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MRS Elaine Oliver
91 Mona Vale RD
Mona Vale NSW 2103

RE: DA2024/0675 - 84 Mona Vale Road MONA VALE NSW 2103

Application number DA2024/0675

We are opposing the approval of this installation of the pickleball courts!
This has not been thought out enough and thoroughly!!!

As we are very close neighbours (directly across the road), this sport makes constant, loud,
annoying contact with bat and ball and will be continual with no relief!

These are our issues: 6 Pickle ball courts mean at least 35 plus players all with persistent
voices, time 8am-9.30pm(13hours annoying and mind irritating noise), not enclosed as a
venue, bright lights, loud announcements, insufficient acoustic reports, 2.5m high northern
solid acoustic wall that won’t be enough with noise able to bounce and also to be looking
across to a high wall! (Where are the trees/Landscaping?).

We already suffer the noise from the RSL-outside Pokies area, Footsal courts, Bowling
greens and from the DECK on the other roof top parking area!!!!

What time of day/night did the acoustic logging be done? What did they use in relation to
another Pickle ball court of this size and close location to residents?

If you look at previous erected courts in residential areas, they are having big problems with
the constant noise of the contact of ball and bat. Squash courts are enclosed as the noise is
very similar!!

Previous DA’s made by the RSL, they were made to plant mature tree’s to soften and reduce
the impact of the carpark and lights. These trees have been removed after the development
was finished!!!
Our mental distress and discomfort for the constant noise along with worry of our property
value should be taken into consideration!!

We are all for this being 100% enclosed, tree’s replanted along the Northern side!




